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RESOURCE POOL ACCESS FOR DEVICE TO DEVICE
COMMUNICATIONS

This application claims the priority and benefit of United States Provisional Patent

Application 62/018,208, filed June 27, 2014, which is incorporated herein by reference

in its entirety.

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] The technology relates to wireless communications, and particularly to

allocating or granting radio resources for wireless device-to-device (D2D)

communications.

BACKGROUND

[0002] When two user equipment terminals (e.g., mobile communication devices)

of a cellular network or other telecommunication system communicate with each other,

their data path typically goes through the operator network. The data path through the

network may include base stations and/or gateways. If the devices are in close

proximity with each other, their data path may be routed locally through a node such as

a local base station. In general, communications between a network node such as a

base station and a wireless terminal is known as "WAN" or "Cellular communication".

[0003] It is also possible for two user equipment terminals in close proximity to

each other to establish a direct link without the need to go through a base station.

Telecommunications systems may use or enable device-to-device ("D2D")

communication, in which two or more user equipment terminals directly communicate

with one another. In D2D communication, voice and data traffic (referred to herein as

"communication signals") from one user equipment terminal to one or more other user

equipment terminals may not be communicated through a base station or other network

control device of a telecommunication system. Device-to-device (D2D)

communication has more recently also become known as "sidelink direct

communication"

[0004] D2D communication, e.g., sidelink direct communication, can be used in

networks implemented according to any suitable telecommunications standard. A non-

limiting example of such as standard is the 3rd Generation Partnership Project



("3GPP") Long Term Evolution ("LTE"). The 3GPP standard is a collaboration

agreement that aims to define globally applicable technical specifications and technical

reports for third and fourth generation wireless communication systems. The 3GPP

may define specifications for next generation mobile networks, systems, and devices.

The 3GPP LTE is the name given to a project to improve the Universal Mobile

Telecommunications System ("UMTS") mobile phone or device standard to cope with

future requirements. In one aspect, UMTS has been modified to provide support and

specification for the Evolved Universal Terrestrial Radio Access ("E-UTRA") and

Evolved Universal Terrestrial Radio Access Network ("E-UTRAN"). E-UTRAN is

another non-limiting example of a telecommunications standard with which D2D

communication may be used.

[0005] Device to device (D2D) communications provide proximity-based

applications and services, representing an emerging social-technological trend. The

introduction of a Proximity Services (ProSe) capability in LTE allows the 3GPP

industry to serve this developing market, and, at the same time, serve the needs of

several Public Safety communities that are jointly committed to LTE. The current

assumptions related to D2D communication is that a wireless terminal within network

coverage uses resources for D2D discovery and communication assigned by the

controlling node. If the wireless terminal is out of network coverage, it may use pre-

assigned resources for communications.

[0006] D2D services include ProSe Direct Communication (e.g., D2D

communication, sidelink direct communication) and ProSe Direct Discovery (e.g., D2D

discovery, sidelink direct discovery). ProSe Direct Communication is thus a mode of

communication whereby two wireless terminals may communicate with each other

directly over the PC5 interface (See, e.g., 3GPP TS 23.303 VER 12.0.0, which is

incorporated herein by reference in its entirety). ProSe Direct Communication is

supported when the wireless terminal is served by E-UTRAN and when the wireless

terminal is outside of E-UTRA coverage. A transmitter of the wireless terminal

transmits Scheduling Assignments (SA) to indicate the resources it is going to use for

data transmission to the receiver wireless terminal involved in the D2D communication.



[0007] Fig. 11 shows the protocol stack for the user plane, where PDCP, RLC and

MAC sublayers (terminate at the other UE) performs various the functions, such as (for

example) header compression and HARQ retransmissions.

[0008] A ProSe-enabled wireless terminal may operate in two modes for resource

allocation. In Mode 1 the network node (e.g., eNodeB) allocates the resources to be

used for the device-to-device (D2D) communication. In D2D Mode 1, the wireless

terminal needs to be RRC_CONNECTED in order to transmit data. Moreover, the

wireless terminal requests transmission resources from the eNB. The eNB schedules

transmission resources for transmission of scheduling assignment(s) and data. Further,

the wireless terminal sends a scheduling request (D-SR or Random Access) to the eNB

followed by a buffer status report (BSR). Based on the BSR the eNB can determine

that the wireless terminal has data for a ProSe Direct Communication transmission and

estimate the resources needed for transmission.

[0009] In D2D Mode 2 the wireless terminal autonomously selects the radio

resources to be used for D2D communication. In particular, a wireless terminal on its

own selects resources from resource pools to transmit scheduling assignment and data.

[00010] A wireless terminal is considered in-coverage if it has a serving cell (i.e. the

UE is RRC_CONNECTED or is camping on a cell in RRC_IDLE). If the wireless

terminal is in coverage it may use mode 1 if the eNB configures the wireless terminal to

use Mode 1. A wireless terminal is said to be out of coverage it can only use Mode 2 .

However, if the wireless terminal is in coverage it may use Mode 2 if the eNB

configures the wireless terminal to use Mode 2 . If the wireless terminal is in coverage

it shall use only the mode indicated by eNB configuration unless an "exceptional case"

occurs. When an exceptional case occurs the wireless terminal may be allowed to use

Mode 2 temporarily even though it was configured to use mode 1.

[00011] As understood from the foregoing, the resource pool used for reception of a

Scheduling Assignment when the wireless terminal is in coverage is configured by the

eNB via RRC, in dedicated or broadcast signaling. However, the resource pool used

for transmission of Scheduling Assignment when the wireless terminal is in coverage

may be configured by the eNB via RRC if Mode 2 resource allocation is used. The SA

resource pool used for transmission when the wireless terminal is in coverage is not



known to the wireless terminal if Mode 1 resource allocation is used. The eNB

schedules the specific resource(s) to use for Scheduling Assignment transmission if

Mode 1 resource allocation is used. The specific resource assigned by the eNB is

within the resource pool for reception of Scheduling Assignment that is provided to the

wireless terminal.

[00012] The radio resource pool used for reception of Scheduling Assignments

when the wireless terminal is out of coverage is pre-configured. Similarly, the resource

pool used for transmission of Scheduling Assignments when the wireless terminal is out

of coverage is pre-configured.

[00013] In order to perform communication even when some wireless terminals are

in-coverage and some wireless terminals are out of coverage, all wireless terminals (i.e.

both in and out of coverage) should monitor the resource pool for Scheduling

Assignment which is the union of the resource pools used for transmission of

Scheduling Assignment in all (or some of the when in-coverage) cells and transmission

of Scheduling Assignment out of coverage.

[00014] To date several popular distributed resource allocation algorithms have

been suggested for resource allocation in device-to-device (D2D) Mode 2

communications. Among the proposed distributed resource allocation algorithms are

random resource selection, Randomized Resource Patterns for Transmission (RPT)

selection (RRPT), and Carrier Sense Multiple Access With Scheduling Assignment

(SA) Blind Decoding (CSMA/SA). Utilization of one universally-applied resource

access/allocation method may be problematic and inefficient.

[00015] What is needed, therefore, are methods, apparatus, and/or techniques for

allocating radio resources for sidelink direction communications .



SUMMARY

[00016] One embodiment of the present invention discloses a wireless terminal

comprising a processor configured to determine a set of plural pools of resources, to

select a pool of resources from a set of plural pools of resources, and to transmit a

sidelink direct transmission data using resources of the pool.

[00017] In an example embodiment and mode the wireless terminal further

comprises radio frequency circuitry which facilitates communication over a first radio

interface with a radio access node when the wireless terminal is within the coverage of

the node and over a second radio interface with another wireless terminal.

[00018] In an example embodiment and mode the wireless terminal further

comprises a memory configured to store information specifying the set of the plural

pools. In an example implementation the information specifying the set of the plural

pools is preconfigured. In an example implementation the information specifying the

set of the plural pools is configured by a communication network.

[00019] In an example embodiment and mode the processor is configured to select

the pool of resources on a basis of a priority. In an example embodiment and mode

another one or more of the plural resource pools is associated with a different priority.

[00020] In an example embodiment and mode one or more of the plural resource

pools is associated with a priority.

[00021] In an example embodiment and mode the priority pertains to a

characteristic of the sidelink direct transmission.

[00022] In an example embodiment and mode the processor is further configured to

obtain the priority from a higher layer. In an example embodiment and mode the

processor is further configured to obtain the priority from a higher layer application

executed by the wireless terminal.

[00023] In an example embodiment and mode the priority is in accordance with one

or more of the following: access type whereby different access types are afforded

different access group classifications; priority type whereby different access types are



afforded different priority group classifications; service type whereby different access

types are afforded different service group classifications; identification type whereby

different access types are afforded different identification group classifications.

[00024] In an example embodiment and mode the processor is further configured to

select one or more radio resource(s) from the selected pool of resources, the one or

more radio resource(s) being used for the sidelink direct transmission data. In an

example implementation the processor is configured to select a selection technique

selected from plural selection techniques, wherein the selection technique is utilized to

select the one or more radio resource(s) from the selected pool of resources, and

wherein the selection of the selection technique is dependent upon a number of other

wireless terminals are involved in sidelink direct transmission and how many resources

for sidelink direct transmission are available to those other wireless terminals.

[00025] In another of its aspects the technology disclosed herein concerns a method

in a wireless terminal which comprises determining a set of plural pools of resources;

selecting a pool of resources from the set of plural pools of resources; and transmitting

a sidelink direct transmission data using the pool of resources.

[00026] In an example embodiment and mode the method further comprises storing

in a memory information specifying the set of the plural pools.

[00027] In an example embodiment and mode the information specifying the set of

the plural pools is preconfigured. In an example embodiment and mode the information

specifying the set of the plural pools is configured by a communication network.

[00028] In an example embodiment and mode the method further comprises

selecting one or more radio resource(s) from the pool of resources, the one or more

radio resource(s) being used for the sidelink direct transmission data.

[00029] In an example embodiment and mode the method further comprises

selecting from the selected pool a radio resource for use in the sidelink direct

transmission.

[00030] In an example embodiment and mode the method further comprises

selecting the pool of resources on a basis of a priority.



[00031] In an example embodiment and mode another one or more of the plural

resource pools is associated with a different priority.

[00032] In an example embodiment and mode the priority pertains to a

characteristic of the sidelink direct transmission.

[00033] In an example embodiment and mode the method further comprises

obtaining the priority from a higher layer.

[00034] In an example embodiment and mode the method further comprises

obtaining the priority from a higher layer application executed by the wireless terminal.

[00035] In an example embodiment and mode the priority is in accordance with one

or more of the following: access type whereby different access types are afforded

different access group classifications; priority type whereby different access types are

afforded different priority group classifications; service type whereby different access

types are afforded different service group classifications; identification type whereby

different access types are afforded different identification group classifications.

[00036] In another of its aspects the technology disclosed herein concerns a method

in a wireless terminal of a communications network which selectively communicates

over a first radio interface with a radio access node when the wireless terminal is within

coverage of the node. In an example embodiment and mode the method comprises

making a first selection of a selected pool from a set of plural pools of radio resources;

making a second selection of a selected radio resource from the selected pool; and,

scheduling a sidelink direct transmission with another wireless terminal using the

selected radio resource.

[00037] In an example embodiment and mode the method further comprises storing

an identification of the set of the plural pools in a memory. In an example

implementation the method further comprises preconfiguring the identification of the

set of the plural pools in the memory. In an example implementation the method

further comprises the communications network configuring the identification of the set

of the plural pools in the memory.



[00038] In an example embodiment and mode the method further comprises making

the first selection on a basis of group classification. In an example embodiment and

mode one or more of the plural resource pools is associated with a group classification.

[00039] In an example embodiment and mode the group classification pertains to a

characteristic of the sidelink direct transmission.

[00040] In an example embodiment and mode the method further comprises

obtaining the group classification used as the basis of the first selection from a higher

layer. In an example embodiment and mode the method further comprises obtaining

the group classification used as the basis of the first selection from a higher layer

application executed by the wireless terminal

[00041] In an example embodiment and mode the method further comprises

obtaining from the higher layer application an index which indicates the selected pool.

[00042] In an example embodiment and mode the group classification is in

accordance with access type whereby different access types are afforded different

access group classifications.

[00043] In an example embodiment and mode the group classification is in

accordance with priority type whereby different access types are afforded different

priority group classifications.

[00044] In an example embodiment and mode the group classification is in

accordance with service type whereby different access types are afforded different

service group classifications.

[00045] In an example embodiment and mode the group classification is in

accordance with identification type whereby different access types are afforded

different identification group classifications.

[00046] In an example embodiment and mode the method further comprises making

a third selection of a second selection technique selected from plural selection

techniques. In an example implementation the third selection may be dependent upon a

number of other wireless terminals are involved in sidelink direct transmission and how



many radio resources for sidelink direct transmission are available to those other

wireless terminals. In an example implementation the plural selection techniques

comprise random access, ALOHA, slotted ALOHA, and Carrier Sense Multiple Access

(CSMA).

[00047] In an example embodiment and mode wherein the sidelink direct

transmission is a transmission of a scheduling assignment.

[00048] In an example embodiment and mode the sidelink direct transmission is a

transmission of data between the wireless terminal and the another wireless terminal.

[00049] In one of its aspects the technology disclosed herein concerns a wireless

terminal of a communications network. The wireless terminal comprises a processor

configured to make a first selection of a selected pool from a set of plural pools of radio

resources; to make a second selection of a selected radio resource from the selected

pool; and, to schedule a sidelink direct transmission over the second interface using a

radio resource of the selected pool.

[00050] In an example embodiment and mode the wireless terminal further

comprising a memory configured to store an identification of the set of the plural pools.

In an example implementation the identification of the set of the plural pools is

preconfigured in the memory. In another example implementation the identification of

the set of the plural pools is configured by the communications network.

[00051] In an example embodiment and mode the processor is configured to make

the first selection on a basis of group classification. In an embodiment and mode one or

more of the plural resource pools is associated with a group classification.

[00052] In an example embodiment and mode the group classification pertains to a

characteristic of the sidelink direct transmission.

[00053] In an example embodiment and mode the processor is further configured to

obtain the group classification used as the basis of the first selection from a higher

layer. In an example embodiment and mode the higher layer may comprise a higher

layer application of the wireless terminal. In an example implementation, the processor



is further configured to obtain from the higher layer application an index which

indicates the selected pool.

[00054] In an example embodiment and mode the group classification is in

accordance with access type whereby different access types are afforded different

access group classifications.

[00055] In an example embodiment and mode the group classification is in

accordance with priority type whereby different access types are afforded different

priority group classifications.

[00056] In an example embodiment and mode the group classification is in

accordance with service type whereby different access types are afforded different

service group classifications.

[00057] In an example embodiment and mode the group classification is in

accordance with identification type whereby different access types are afforded

different identification group classifications.

[00058] In an example embodiment and mode the processor is configured to make a

third selection of a second selection technique selected from plural selection techniques.

In an example implementation the third selection is dependent upon a number of other

wireless terminals are involved in sidelink direct transmission and how many radio

resources for sidelink direct transmission are available to those other wireless terminals.

In an example implementation the plural selection techniques comprise random access,

ALOHA, slotted ALOHA, and Carrier Sense Multiple Access (CSMA).

[00059] In an example embodiment and mode the sidelink direct transmission is a

transmission of a scheduling assignment.

[00060] In an example embodiment and mode the sidelink direct transmission is a

transmission of data between the wireless terminal and the another wireless terminal.

[00061] In another of its aspects the technology disclosed herein concerns a method

in a wireless terminal of a communications network which selectively communicates

over a first radio interface with a radio access node when the wireless terminal is within



coverage of the node. The method comprises providing a set of plural pools of

resources; and selecting a radio resource from one of the plural pools of resources for

use by the wireless terminal in communication over a second radio interface with

another wireless terminal.

[00062] In an example embodiment and mode, the method further comprises

configuring the set whereby differing pools of the set are eligible for assignment in

accordance with differing group classifications, and wherein each group classifications

pertain to a characteristic of the sidelink direct transmission.

[00063] In an example embodiment and mode, the group classification is in

accordance with one or more of the following: priority type whereby different access

types are afforded different priority group classifications; service type whereby

different access types are afforded different service group classifications; and

identification type whereby different access types are afforded different identification

group classifications In another of its aspect the technology disclosed herein concerns a

node of a communications network. The node comprises a transmitter and a processor.

The processor is configured to define a set of plural pools of radio resources from

which the wireless terminal may select a selected radio resource for scheduling a

sidelink direct transmission to another wireless terminal.

[00064] In an example embodiment and mode, the set is defined whereby differing

ones of the plural pools are eligible for selection by the wireless terminal on a basis of a

group classification. In an example embodiment and mode the group classification is

dependent upon a characteristic of the sidelink direct transmission. In an example

embodiment and mode the transmitter is configured to transmit an indication of the set

to the wireless terminal over a radio interface.

[00065] In another of its aspect the technology disclosed herein concerns a node of

a communications network. The node comprises a processor which is configured to

configure a set of plural pools of radio resources for use by the wireless terminal in

communication with another wireless terminal. In an example embodiment and mode

the set is configured whereby differing pools of the set are eligible for assignment in

accordance with differing group classifications. In an example embodiment and mode

each group classifications pertains to a characteristic of the sidelink direct transmission.



[00066] In another of its aspects the technology disclosed herein concerns a method

in a node of a communications network which communicates over a first radio interface

with a wireless terminal when the wireless terminal is within coverage of the node. The

method comprises configuring a set of plural pools of radio resources for use by the

wireless terminal in communication with another wireless terminal, and downloading

an indication of the set over the first radio interface to the wireless terminal. In an

example embodiment and mode the set is configured whereby differing pools of the set

are eligible for assignment in accordance with differing group classifications. In an

example embodiment and mode each group classifications pertains to a characteristic of

the sidelink direct transmission.

[00067] In an example embodiment and mode, each pool of the set is pre-assigned

to be eligible for selection for one or more group classifications.

[00068] In an example embodiment and mode, at least one pool of the set is pre-

assigned to be eligible for selection for only one group classification.

[00069] In an example embodiment and mode, each pool of the set is pre-assigned

to be eligible for selection for only one group classification.

[00070] In an example embodiment and mode, at least one pool of the set is pre-

assigned to be eligible for selection for a subset of plural but less than all group

classifications.

[00071] In an example embodiment and mode, each pool of the set is pre-assigned

to be eligible for selection for a different combination of group classifications.

[00072] In an example embodiment and mode, at least one pool of the set is pre-

assigned to be eligible for selection for all predetermined group classifications.

[00073] In another of its aspects the technology disclosed herein concerns a method

in a node of a communications network comprising configuring a set of plural pools of

resources from which a wireless terminal may select a selected radio resource for

scheduling a sidelink direct transmission over a radio second interface to another

wireless terminal. In an example embodiment and mode the set is configured whereby

differing ones of the plural pools are eligible for selection by the wireless terminal on a



basis of a group classification. In an example embodiment and mode the group

classification is dependent upon a characteristic of the sidelink direct transmission. The

method further comprises broadcasting information to the wireless terminal which

enables the wireless terminal to be configured with the plural pools.

[00074] In another of its aspects the technology disclosed herein concerns a method

in a node of a communications network. The method comprises configuring a set of

plural pools of resources from which a wireless terminal may select a selected radio

resource for scheduling a sidelink direct transmission over a radio second interface to

another wireless terminal. The set is configured whereby differing ones of the plural

pools are eligible for selection by the wireless terminal on a basis of a group

classification. The group classification is dependent upon a characteristic of the

sidelink direct transmission. The method further comprises broadcasting information to

the wireless terminal which enables the wireless terminal to be configured with the

plural pools.

[00075] .In an example embodiment and mode the method further comprises

defining the set whereby differing ones of the plural pools are eligible for selection by

the wireless terminal on a basis of a group classification, the group classification being

dependent upon a characteristic of the sidelink direct transmission.

[00076] In another of its aspects the technology disclosed herein concerns a method

in a node of a communications network. The method comprises broadcasting to a

wireless terminal information which enables the wireless terminal to be configured with

plural pools of resources, wherein a selected pool is selected by the wireless terminal

from a set of the plural pools of resources for a scheduling assignment (SA)

transmission of a direct communication session; resources are selected by the wireless

terminal from the selected pool of resources for the scheduling assignment (SA)

transmission of the direct communication session; a selected pool is selected by a

wireless terminal from a set of plural pools of resources for a data transmission of the

direct communication session; and resources are selected by the wireless terminal from

the selected pool of resources for the data transmission of the direct communication

session.



[00077] In another of its aspects the technology disclosed herein concerns a wireless

terminal comprising a processor which is configured or programmable to take part in a

direct communication session involving, configured by, or initiated by an upper layer

entity. The processor is configured or programmable to select a selected pool from a

set of plural pools of resources for direct communication scheduling assignment (SA)

transmission; to select resources from the selected pool of resources for direct

communication SA transmission; to select a selected pool from a set of plural pools of

resources for direct communication data transmission; and, to select resources from the

selected pool of resources for direct communication data transmission.

[00078] In an embodiment and mode at least one of plural pools of resources is

preconfigured. In another embodiment and mode the plural pools of resources are

configured by information broadcasted by a radio access node.

[00079] In an embodiment and mode the resources comprise time-frequency

resources, and the resources for the direct communication SA transmission and the

direct communication data transmission are synchronized with a synchronization signal.

[00080] In an embodiment and mode the processor is further configured to obtain,

from an upper layer, information which serves a basis to select the selected resource

pool for the direct communication session. For example, the processor may be

configured to obtain from an upper layer entity in the wireless terminal the information

which serves a basis to select the selected resource pool for the direct communication

session. In an example implementation the information indicates the selected pool for

the direct communication session. In an example implementation the information

indicates an access type for the direct communication session.

[00081] In another of its aspects the technology disclosed herein concerns a method

in a wireless terminal which participates in a sidelink direct communication session

with another wireless terminal. In an example embodiment and mode the method

comprises selecting a selected pool from a set of plural pools of resources for a

scheduling assignment (SA) transmission of the direct communication session;

selecting resources from the selected pool of resources for the scheduling assignment

(SA) transmission of the direct communication session; selecting a selected pool from a

set of plural pools of resources for a data transmission of the direct communication



session; and selecting resources from the selected pool of resources for the data

transmission of the direct communication session.

[00082] In an example embodiment and mode at least one of plural pools of

resources is preconfigured. In another example embodiment and mode the plural pools

of resources are configured by information broadcasted by a radio access node.

[00083] In an example embodiment and mode the resources comprise time-

frequency resources, and the resources for the direct communication SA transmission

and for the direct communication data transmission are synchronized with a

synchronization signal.

[00084] In an example embodiment and mode the method further comprises

obtaining, from an upper layer, information which serves as a basis to select the

selected resource. For example, the method may comprise obtaining from an upper

layer entity in the wireless terminal the information which serves a basis to select the

selected resource pool for the direct communication session. In an example

implementation the information indicates the selected pool for the direct

communication session. In an example implementation the information indicates an

access type for the direct communication session.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[00085] The foregoing and other objects, features, and advantages of the technology

disclosed herein will be apparent from the following more particular description of

preferred embodiments as illustrated in the accompanying drawings in which reference

characters refer to the same parts throughout the various views. The drawings are not

necessarily to scale, emphasis instead being placed upon illustrating the principles of

the technology disclosed herein.

[00086] Fig. 1 is a schematic view of an example generic embodiment of a radio

communications network in which a wireless terminal participating in device-to-device

(D2D) communications selects a pool of radio resources from a set of pools.



[00087] Fig. 2 is a diagrammatic view showing various examples types of "groups"

for which a group-based resource pool set may be structured or configured according to

an example embodiment and mode.

[00088] Fig. 3A - Fig. 3C are diagrammatic view depicting differing ways of

structuring or configuring a set of pools of radio resources for D2D communication

according to differing example embodiments and modes.

[00089] Fig. 4A, Fig. 4B, and Fig. 4C are flowchart depicting basic, example acts or

steps involved in generic methods of operating a wireless terminal in device-to-device

(D2D) according to an example embodiment and mode.

[00090] Fig. 5 is a schematic view of portions of a D2D controller according to an

example alternative embodiment, and particularly of a scheduler which includes an

access technique selector, along with a group-based resource pool set.

[00091] Fig. 6 is a diagrammatic view depicting a pool selector receiving or

otherwise acquiring such an index from executable application and selecting a pool

based on the index.

[00092] Fig. 7 is a schematic view of an example network node that configures and

downloads or broadcasts a group-based resource pool set to one or more wireless

terminals.

[00093] Fig. 8 is a flowchart depicting basic, example acts or steps involved in a

generic method of node of a communication network which prepares a set of pools of

radio resources for a device-to-device (D2D) wireless terminal according to an example

embodiment and mode.

[00094] Fig. 9 is a schematic view of an example embodiment of a radio

communications network showing a more detailed example implementation of the node

and wireless terminal of Fig. 1.

[00095] Fig. 10 is a schematic view of example electronic machinery comprising

either an example network node or an example wireless terminal.



[00096] Fig. 11 is a diagrammatic view of User-Plane protocol stack for D2D

Communication.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[00097] In the following description, for purposes of explanation and not limitation,

specific details are set forth such as particular architectures, interfaces, techniques, etc.

in order to provide a thorough understanding of the technology disclosed herein.

However, it will be apparent to those skilled in the art that the technology disclosed

herein may be practiced in other embodiments that depart from these specific details.

That is, those skilled in the art will be able to devise various arrangements which,

although not explicitly described or shown herein, embody the principles of the

technology disclosed herein and are included within its spirit and scope. In some

instances, detailed descriptions of well-known devices, circuits, and methods are

omitted so as not to obscure the description of the technology disclosed herein with

unnecessary detail. All statements herein reciting principles, aspects, and embodiments

of the technology disclosed herein, as well as specific examples thereof, are intended to

encompass both structural and functional equivalents thereof. Additionally, it is

intended that such equivalents include both currently known equivalents as well as

equivalents developed in the future, i.e., any elements developed that perform the same

function, regardless of structure.

[00098] Thus, for example, it will be appreciated by those skilled in the art that

block diagrams herein can represent conceptual views of illustrative circuitry or other

functional units embodying the principles of the technology. Similarly, it will be

appreciated that any flow charts, state transition diagrams, pseudocode, and the like

represent various processes which may be substantially represented in computer

readable medium and so executed by a computer or processor, whether or not such

computer or processor is explicitly shown.

[00099] In one of its aspects the technology disclosed herein concerns a wireless

terminal comprising a processor which may be configured to determine a set of plural

pools of resources; to select a pool of resources from a set of plural pools of resources;

and to transmit a sidelink direct transmission data using the pool of resources.



[000100] In an example embodiment and mode the wireless terminal further may

comprise a memory configured to store information specifying the set of the plural

pools of resources.

[000101] In an example embodiment and mode the information specifying the set of

the plural pools of resources may be preconfigured.

[000102] In an example embodiment and mode the information specifying the set of

the plural pools of resources may be configured by a communication network.

[000103] In an example embodiment and mode the processor may be further

configured to select one or more radio resource(s) from the pool of resources, the one or

more radio resource(s) being used for the sidelink direct transmission data.

[000104] In another of its aspects the technology disclosed herein concerns a method

in a wireless terminal which may comprise determining a set of plural pools of

resources; selecting a pool of resources from a set of plural pools of resources; and

transmitting a sidelink direct transmission data using the pool of resources.

[000105] In an example embodiment and mode the method may further comprise

storing information specifying the set of the plural pools of resources.

[000106] In an example embodiment and mode the information specifying the set of

the plural pools of resources may be preconfigured.

[000107] In an example embodiment and mode the information specifying the set of

the plural pools of resources may be configured by a communication network.

[000108] In an example embodiment and mode the method may further comprise

selecting one or more radio resource(s) from the pool of resources, the one or more

radio resource(s) being used for the sidelink direct transmission data.

[000109] In another of its aspects the technology disclosed herein concerns a node

communicating with a wireless terminal, which may comprise a processor which is

configured to determine a set of plural pools of resources from which a pool of



resources is to be selected by the wireless terminal; and to broadcast information

specifying the set of plural pools of resources.

[000110] In another of its aspects the technology disclosed herein concerns a method

in a node communicating with a wireless terminal, which may comprise determining a

set of plural pools of resources from which a pool of resources is to be selected by the

wireless terminal; and broadcasting information specifying the set of plural pools of

resources.

[000111] In another of its aspects the technology disclosed herein concerns a wireless

terminal comprising a processor which may be configured or programmable to take part

in a direct communication session involving, configured by, or initiated by an upper

layer entity. The processor may be configured or programmable to select a selected

pool from a set of plural pools of resources for direct communication scheduling

assignment (SA) transmission; to select resources from the selected pool of resources

for direct communication SA transmission; to select a selected pool from a set of plural

pools of resources for direct communication data transmission; and, to select resources

from the selected pool of resources for direct communication data transmission.

[000112] In an embodiment and mode at least one of plural pools of resources may

be preconfigured. In another embodiment and mode the plural pools of resources may

be configured by information broadcasted by a radio access node.

[000113] In an embodiment and mode the resources may comprise time-frequency

resources, and the resources for the direct communication SA transmission and the

direct communication data transmission may be synchronized with a synchronization

signal.

[000114] In an embodiment and mode the processor may be further configured to

obtain, from an upper layer, information which serves a basis to select the selected

resource pool for the direct communication session. For example, the processor may be

configured to obtain from an upper layer entity in the wireless terminal the information

which serves a basis to select the selected resource pool for the direct communication

session. In an example implementation the information may indicate the selected pool



for the direct communication session. In an example implementation the information

may indicate an access type for the direct communication session.

[000115] In another of its aspects the technology disclosed herein concerns a method

in a wireless terminal which participates in a direct communication session with another

wireless terminal. In an example embodiment and mode the method may comprise

selecting a selected pool from a set of plural pools of resources for a scheduling

assignment (SA) transmission of the direct communication session; selecting resources

from the selected pool of resources for the scheduling assignment (SA) transmission of

the direct communication session; selecting a selected pool from a set of plural pools of

resources for a data transmission of the direct communication session; and selecting

resources from the selected pool of resources for the data transmission of the direct

communication session.

[000116] In an example embodiment and mode at least one of plural pools of

resources may be preconfigured. In another example embodiment and mode the plural

pools of resources may be configured by information broadcasted by a radio access

node.

[000117] In an example embodiment and mode the resources may comprise time-

frequency resources, and the resources for the direct communication SA transmission

and for the direct communication data transmission may be synchronized with a

synchronization signal.

[000118] In an example embodiment and mode the method may further comprise

obtaining, from an upper layer, information which serves as a basis to select the

selected resource. For example, the method may comprise obtaining from an upper

layer entity in the wireless terminal the information which serves a basis to select the

selected resource pool for the direct communication session. In an example

implementation the information may indicate the selected pool for the direct

communication session. In an example implementation the information may indicate

an access type for the direct communication session.

[000119] In one of its aspects the technology disclosed herein concerns a wireless

terminal of a communications network. The wireless terminal may comprise a



processor configured to make a first selection of a selected pool from a set of plural

pools of radio resources; and to schedule a sidelink direct transmission over the second

interface using a radio resource of the selected pool.

[000120] In an example embodiment and mode the wireless terminal further

comprising a memory which may be configured to store an identification of the set of

the plural pools. In an example implementation the identification of the set of the plural

pools may be preconfigured in the memory. In another example implementation the

identification of the set of the plural pools may be configured by the communications

network.

[000121] In an example embodiment and mode the processor may be configured to

make the first selection on a basis of group classification. In an embodiment and mode

one or more of the plural resource pools may be associated with a group classification.

[000122] In an example embodiment and mode the group classification may pertain

to a characteristic of the sidelink direct transmission.

[000123] In an example embodiment and mode the processor may be further

configured to obtain the group classification used as the basis of the first selection from

a higher layer. In an example embodiment and mode the higher layer may comprise a

higher layer application of the wireless terminal. In an example implementation, the

processor may be further configured to obtain from the higher layer application an

index which indicates the selected pool.

[000124] In an example embodiment and mode the group classification may be in

accordance with access type whereby different access types may be afforded different

access group classifications.

[000125] In an example embodiment and mode the group classification may be in

accordance with priority type whereby different access types may be afforded different

priority group classifications.

[000126] In an example embodiment and mode the group classification may be in

accordance with service type whereby different access types may be afforded different

service group classifications.



[000127] In an example embodiment and mode the group classification may be in

accordance with identification type whereby different access types may be afforded

different identification group classifications.

[000128] In an example embodiment and mode the processor may be configured to

make a second selection, the second selection being selection from the selected pool of

the radio resource used for the sidelink direct transmission over the second radio

interface.

[000129] In an example embodiment and mode the processor may be configured to

make a third selection of a second selection technique selected from plural selection

techniques. In an example implementation the third selection may be dependent upon a

number of other wireless terminals may be involved in sidelink direct transmission and

how many radio resources for sidelink direct transmission may be available to those

other wireless terminals. In an example implementation the plural selection techniques

may comprise random access, ALOHA, slotted ALOHA, and Carrier Sense Multiple

Access (CSMA).

[000130] In an example embodiment and mode the sidelink direct transmission may

be a transmission of a scheduling assignment.

[000131] In an example embodiment and mode the sidelink direct transmission may

be a transmission of data between the wireless terminal and the another wireless

terminal.

[000132] In another of its aspects the technology disclosed herein concerns a method

in a wireless terminal of a communications network which may selectively

communicate over a first radio interface with a radio access node when the wireless

terminal is within coverage of the node. In an example embodiment and mode the

method may comprise making a first selection of a selected pool from a set of plural

pools of radio resources; and, scheduling a sidelink direct transmission with another

wireless terminal using a radio resource of the selected pool.

[000133] In an example embodiment and mode the method may further comprise

storing an identification of the set of the plural pools in a memory. In an example

implementation the method further may comprise preconfiguring the identification of



the set of the plural pools in the memory. In an example implementation the method

may further comprise the communications network configuring the identification of the

set of the plural pools in the memory.

[000134] In an example embodiment and mode the method may further comprise

making the first selection on a basis of group classification. In an example embodiment

and mode one or more of the plural resource pools may be associated with a group

classification.

[000135] In an example embodiment and mode the group classification may pertain

to a characteristic of the sidelink direct transmission.

[000136] In an example embodiment and mode the method may further comprise

obtaining the group classification used as the basis of the first selection from a higher

layer. In an example embodiment and mode the method may further comprise

obtaining the group classification used as the basis of the first selection from a higher

layer application executed by the wireless terminal

[000137] In an example embodiment and mode the method may further comprise

obtaining from the higher layer application an index which indicates the selected pool.

[000138] In an example embodiment and mode the group classification may be in

accordance with access type whereby different access types may be afforded different

access group classifications.

[000139] In an example embodiment and mode the group classification may be in

accordance with priority type whereby different access types may be afforded different

priority group classifications.

[000140] In an example embodiment and mode the group classification may be in

accordance with service type whereby different access types may be afforded different

service group classifications.

[000141] In an example embodiment and mode the group classification may be in

accordance with identification type whereby different access types may be afforded

different identification group classifications.



[000142] In an example embodiment and mode the method may further comprise

making a second selection, the second selection being selection from the selected pool

of the radio resource used for the sidelink direct transmission over the second radio

interface.

[000143] In an example embodiment and mode the method may further comprise

making a third selection of a second selection technique selected from plural selection

techniques. In an example implementation the third selection may be dependent upon a

number of other wireless terminals are involved in sidelink direct transmission and how

many radio resources for sidelink direct transmission are available to those other

wireless terminals. In an example implementation the plural selection techniques may

comprise random access, ALOHA, slotted ALOHA, and Carrier Sense Multiple Access

(CSMA).

[000144] In an example embodiment and mode wherein the sidelink direct

transmission may be a transmission of a scheduling assignment.

[000145] In an example embodiment and mode the sidelink direct transmission may

be a transmission of data between the wireless terminal and the another wireless

terminal.

[000146] In another of its aspects the technology disclosed herein concerns a method

in a wireless terminal of a communications network which may selectively

communicate over a first radio interface with a radio access node when the wireless

terminal is within coverage of the node. In an example embodiment and mode, the

method may further comprise configuring the set whereby differing pools of the set are

eligible for assignment in accordance with differing group classifications, and wherein

each group classifications pertain to a characteristic of the sidelink direct transmission.

In an example embodiment and mode, the group classification may be in accordance

with one or more of the following: priority type whereby different access types are

afforded different priority group classifications; service type whereby different access

types are afforded different service group classifications; and identification type

whereby different access types are afforded different identification group classifications

In another of its aspect the technology disclosed herein concerns a node of a

communications network. The node may comprise a transmitter and a processor. The



processor may be configured to define a set of plural pools of radio resources from

which the wireless terminal may select a selected radio resource for scheduling a

sidelink direct transmission to another wireless terminal. In an example embodiment

and mode, the set may be defined whereby differing ones of the plural pools may be

eligible for selection by the wireless terminal on a basis of a group classification. In an

example embodiment and mode the group classification may be dependent upon a

characteristic of the sidelink direct transmission. In an example embodiment and mode

the transmitter may be configured to transmit an indication of the set to the wireless

terminal over a radio interface.

[000147] In another of its aspect the technology disclosed herein concerns a node of

a communications network. The node may comprise a processor which is configured to

configure a set of plural pools of radio resources for use by the wireless terminal in

communication with another wireless terminal. In an example embodiment and mode

the set may be configured whereby differing pools of the set are eligible for assignment

in accordance with differing group classifications. In an example embodiment and

mode each group classifications may pertain to a characteristic of the sidelink direct

transmission.

[000148] In another of its aspects the technology disclosed herein concerns a method

in a node of a communications network which may communicate over a first radio

interface with a wireless terminal when the wireless terminal is within coverage of the

node. The method may comprise configuring a set of plural pools of radio resources for

use by the wireless terminal in communication with another wireless terminal, and

downloading an indication of the set over the first radio interface to the wireless

terminal. In an example embodiment and mode the set may be configured whereby

differing pools of the set may be eligible for assignment in accordance with differing

group classifications. In an example embodiment and mode each group classifications

may pertain to a characteristic of the sidelink direct transmission.

[000149] In an example embodiment and mode, each pool of the set may be pre-

assigned to be eligible for selection for one or more group classifications.

[000150] In an example embodiment and mode, at least one pool of the set may be

pre-assigned to be eligible for selection for only one group classification.



[000151] In an example embodiment and mode, each pool of the set may be pre-

assigned to be eligible for selection for only one group classification.

[000152] In an example embodiment and mode, at least one pool of the set may be

pre-assigned to be eligible for selection for a subset of plural but less than all group

classifications.

[000153] In an example embodiment and mode, each pool of the set may be pre-

assigned to be eligible for selection for a different combination of group classifications.

[000154] In an example embodiment and mode, at least one pool of the set may be

pre-assigned to be eligible for selection for all predetermined group classifications.

[000155] In another of its aspects the technology disclosed herein concerns a method

in a node of a communications network which may comprise configuring a set of plural

pools of resources from which a wireless terminal may select a selected radio resource

for scheduling a sidelink direct transmission over a radio second interface to another

wireless terminal. In an example embodiment and mode the set may be configured

whereby differing ones of the plural pools are eligible for selection by the wireless

terminal on a basis of a group classification. In an example embodiment and mode the

group classification may be dependent upon a characteristic of the sidelink direct

transmission. The method may further comprise broadcasting information to the

wireless terminal which enables the wireless terminal to be configured with the plural

pools.

[000156] In another of its aspects the technology disclosed herein concerns a method

in a node of a communications network. The method may comprise broadcasting to a

wireless terminal information which enables the wireless terminal to be configured with

plural pools of resources, wherein a selected pool may be selected by the wireless

terminal from a set of the plural pools of resources for a scheduling assignment (SA)

transmission of a direct communication session; resources may be selected by the

wireless terminal from the selected pool of resources for the scheduling assignment

(SA) transmission of the direct communication session; a selected pool may be selected

by a wireless terminal from a set of plural pools of resources for a data transmission of

the direct communication session; and resources may be selected by the wireless



terminal from the selected pool of resources for the data transmission of the direct

communication session.

[000157] In another of its aspects the technology disclosed herein concerns a wireless

terminal comprising a processor which may be configured to determine a set of plural

pools of resources; to select a pool of resources from a set of plural pools of resources

on a basis of a priority; and to transmit a sidelink direct transmission data using the pool

of resources.

[000158] In another of its aspects the technology disclosed herein concerns a wireless

terminal comprising a processor which may be configured to determine a set of plural

pools of resources; to select a pool of resources from a set of plural pools of resources

to transmit a sidelink direct transmission data using the pool of resources. One or more

of the plural pools of resources may be associated with a priority. Another one or more

of the plural pools of resources may be associated with a different priority.

[000159] In another of its aspects the technology disclosed herein concerns a wireless

terminal comprising a processor which may be configured to determine a set of plural

pools of resources; to select a pool of resources from a set of plural pools of resources;

to transmit a sidelink direct transmission data using the pool of resources; and to obtain

the priority from a higher layer.

[000160] In another of its aspects the technology disclosed herein concerns a wireless

terminal comprising a processor which may be configured to determine a set of plural

pools of resources; to select a pool of resources from a set of plural pools of resources;

to transmit a sidelink direct transmission data using the pool of resources; and to obtain

the priority from a higher layer application executed by the wireless terminal.

[000161] In another of its aspects the technology disclosed herein concerns a node

communicating with a wireless terminal, which may comprise a processor configured to

configure, to the wireless terminal, information specifying a priority.

[000162] As used herein, the term "device-to-device ("D2D") communication" can

refer to a mode of communication between or among wireless terminals that operate on

a cellular network or other telecommunications system in which the communication

data traffic from one wireless terminal to another wireless terminal does not pass



through a centralized base station or other device in the cellular network or other

telecommunications system. As explained above, device-to-device (D2D)

communication is also known by the more recent term "sidelink direct

communication". Communication data is sent using communication signals and can

include voice communications or data communications intended for consumption by a

user of a wireless terminal. Communication signals may be transmitted directly from a

first wireless terminal to a second wireless terminal via D2D communication. In

various aspects, all, some or none of the control signaling related to the D2D packet

transmission may be managed or generated by the underlying core network or base

station. In additional or alternative aspects, a receiver user equipment terminal may

relay communication data traffic between a transmitter user equipment terminal and

one or more additional receiver user equipment terminals.

[000163] As used herein, the term "core network" can refer to a device, group of

devices, or sub-system in a telecommunication network that provides services to users

of the telecommunications network. Examples of services provided by a core network

include aggregation, authentication, call switching, service invocation, gateways to

other networks, etc.

[000164] As used herein, the term "wireless terminal" can refer to any electronic

device used to communicate voice and/or data via a telecommunications system, such

as (but not limited to) a cellular network. Other terminology used to refer to wireless

terminals and non-limiting examples of such devices can include user equipment

terminal, UE, mobile station, mobile device, access terminal, subscriber station, mobile

terminal, remote station, user terminal, terminal, subscriber unit, cellular phones, smart

phones, personal digital assistants ("PDAs"), laptop computers, netbooks, e-readers,

wireless modems, etc.

[000165] As used herein, the term "access node", "node", or "base station" can refer

to any device or group of devices that facilitates wireless communication or otherwise

provides an interface between a wireless terminal and a telecommunications system. A

non-limiting example of a base station can include, in the 3GPP specification, a Node B

("NB"), an enhanced Node B ("eNB"), a home eNB ("HeNB") or some other similar

terminology. Another non-limiting example of a base station is an access point. An

access point may be an electronic device that provides access for wireless terminal to a



data network, such as (but not limited to) a Local Area Network ("LAN"), Wide Area

Network ("WAN"), the Internet, etc. Although some examples of the systems and

methods disclosed herein may be described in relation to given standards (e.g., 3GPP

Releases 8, 9, 10, 11, and/or 12), the scope of the present disclosure should not be

limited in this regard. At least some aspects of the systems and methods disclosed

herein may be utilized in other types of wireless communication systems.

[000166] As used herein, the term "telecommunication system" or "communications

system" can refer to any network of devices used to transmit information. A non-

limiting example of a telecommunication system is a cellular network or other wireless

communication system.

[000167] As used herein, the term "cellular network" can refer to a network

distributed over cells, each cell served by at least one fixed-location transceiver, such as

a base station. A "cell" may be any communication channel that is specified by

standardization or regulatory bodies to be used for International Mobile

Telecommunications-Advanced ("IMTAdvanced"). All or a subset of the cell may be

adopted by 3GPP as licensed bands (e.g., frequency band) to be used for

communication between a base station, such as a Node B, and a UE terminal. A cellular

network using licensed frequency bands can include configured cells. Configured cells

can include cells of which a UE terminal is aware and in which it is allowed by a base

station to transmit or receive information.

[000168] Fig. 1 shows an example communications system 20 wherein radio access

node 22 communicates over a first air or radio interface 24 (such as the Uu interface,

for example) with wireless terminal 26 when first wireless terminal 26 is within

coverage of node 22, e.g., within coverage of a cell served by node 22. The node 22

comprises node processor 30 and node transmitter 32. The first wireless terminal 26

comprises terminal processor 40 and terminal radio frequency circuitry or transceiver

42. The terminal transceiver 42 typically comprises terminal transmitter circuitry 44

and terminal receiver circuitry 46.

[000169] In general operation node 22 and first wireless terminal 26 communicate

with each other across radio interface 24 using "frames" of information that may be

typically formatted, prepared, and/or allocated resources for transmission based on



signaling whose origins lie within the scheduler of node 22. In Long Term Evolution

(LTE) a frame, which may have both downlink portion(s) and uplink portion(s), is

communicated between the node and the wireless terminal. Each LTE frame may

comprise plural subframes. In the time domain, each LTE subframe is divided into two

slots. The transmitted signal in each slot is described by a resource grid comprised of

resource elements (RE). In case of communications between a network node such as a

base station and a wireless terminal, synchronization signal is transmitted from the base

station to the wireless terminals to a define time-frequency frame. For example, a PSS

(Primary Synchronization Signal) and a SSS (Secondary Synchronization signal) are

broadcasted from the base station as synchronization signal.

[000170] Long Term Evolution (LTE) defines a number of downlink physical

channels which carry information received from Medium Access Control (MAC) and

higher layers. In Long Term Evolution (LTE) no dedicated data channels are used,

instead shared channel resources are used in both downlink and uplink. For example,

the Physical Downlink Shared Channel (PDSCH) is the main physical channel used for

unicast data transmission, and is also used for transmission of paging information.

These shared resources are controlled by one or more schedulers that assign(s) different

parts of the downlink and uplink shared channels to different wireless terminals for

reception and transmission respectively. The assignments for the shared channels are

transmitted in a control region which is provided in the beginning of each downlink

subframe. Of the control channels mentioned above, the PDCCH carries the resource

assignment for wireless terminals.

[000171] When a wireless terminal desires to send information on the uplink to the

node 22, the wireless terminal sends a scheduling request to the node 22 followed by a

buffer status report (BSR) from which the node 22 can determine that the wireless

terminal intends to perform an uplink transmission. Thereafter in a downlink (DL)

subframe the node 22 indicates on Physical Downlink Control Channel (PDCCH) what

radio resources the wireless terminal may use for its desired uplink transmission, e.g.,

the node 22 provides an uplink grant for an uplink transmission by the wireless

terminal.

[000172] As mentioned above, in some instances wireless terminals may

communicate with one another without having those communications transmitted



through the node 22. Such terminal-to-terminal communications are also called device-

to-device (D2D) communications and/or sidelink direct communications. At some

times the device-to-device (D2D) communications may be under network control or

"in-coverage", meaning that one or more of the wireless terminal involved in the

device-to-device (D2D) communications may be within range of radio frequencies

utilized by a node or cell of a radio access network (RAN). When the wireless terminal

is "in-coverage" care must be taken that use of radio resources of the device-to-device

(D2D) communications not cause interference with the other types of communications

on-going in the cell, e.g., communications between the node 22 and the wireless

terminals served by the node 22.

[000173] The terminal transceiver 42 preferably comprises terminal transmitter

circuitry 44 and terminal receiver circuitry 46. The receiver 46 of first wireless

terminal 26 receives subframe S communicated over radio interface 24 from

communications system 20. When in-coverage, in conjunction with device-to-device

(D2D) communications the terminal processor 40 may obtain a device-to-device (D2D)

grant from the subframe S. The device-to-device (D2D) grant specifies radio resources

that first wireless terminal 26 is permitted to use for device-to-device (D2D)

communication with another wireless terminal, e.g., second wireless terminal 48. The

transmitter 44 of first wireless terminal 26 serves, e.g., to transmit data on the uplink

(UL) from first wireless terminal 26 to node 22, but may also serve to transmit device-

to-device (D2D) data to another wireless terminal(s), e.g., second wireless terminal 48,

using the radio resources permitted by the D2D grant.

[000174] When out-of-coverage, the wireless terminal 26 is no longer entitled for

device-to-device (D2D) communications to use the network radio resources which are

dynamically allocated by node 22. Instead, when out-of-coverage the first wireless

terminal 26 must use resources selected by the wireless terminal from pre-configured

radio resources for device-to-device (D2D) communications (e.g., with other wireless

terminals such as second wireless terminal 48). Thus, being out-of-coverage is an

example scenario of a wireless terminal-selected resource mode, rather than a network-

selected resource mode. As described above, being out-of-coverage is also an example

scenario D2D Mode 2 . However, it should be kept in mind that, as explained

previously, in certain circumstances Mode 2 with its employment of pre-configured

radio resources may be implemented even in an in-coverage situation.



[000175] Fig. 1 depicts by arrow 50 the device-to-device (D2D) communications

(also known as sidelink direct communications) between first wireless terminal 26 and

second wireless terminal 48. The device-to-device (D2D) communications may occur

over a second radio interface 54, which may also be known as the PC5 interface. The

PC5 interface is described in 3GPP TS 23.303, 3GPP TS 23.303 V12.0.0 (2014-02);

3rd Generation Partnership Project, Technical Specification Group Services and System

Aspects; Proximity-based services (ProSe); Stage 2; Release 12, which is incorporated

herein by reference in its entirety. In some example embodiments and modes the

device-to-device (D2D) communications may comprise a broadcast, e.g., from first

wireless terminal 26 to second wireless terminal 48. In other example embodiments

and modes the device-to-device (D2D) communications may be a one-to-one

transmission/communication. As used herein, the "second" radio interface 54 may be

construed as either of these transmission situations. As such, the statement that the first

wireless terminal 26 may be in communication over a second radio interface with

another wireless terminal encompasses both a broadcast (which may involve the

another wireless terminal and also other terminals) as well as a one-to-one

communications/transmission.

[000176] The device-to-device (D2D) communications between first wireless

terminal 26 and second wireless terminal 48 may occur as the result of execution by

terminal processor 40 of an executable application that desires or requires such device-

to-device (D2D) communications. To this end Fig. 1 further shows first wireless

terminal 26 as comprising an example executable application 56 comprising

instructions which, when executed, invoke or involve device-to-device (D2D)

communications. The executable instructions of application 56 are stored in or on non-

transient media. The transmissions requested or originated by executable application

56 may be classified in a number of ways, such as (for example) in terms of access

class, priority class (also referred to as priority), service type, or group identifier, as

herein further discussed.

[000177] Fig. 1 shows terminal processor 40 as comprising or performing functions

of device-to-device (D2D) controller 60. The D2D controller 60 is also known as

sidelink direct controller 60. The D2D controller 60 is illustrated in Fig. 1 as having

access to a memory 62 in which is provided a set of "group-based" resource pools. For

simplicity, reference will hereafter be made to "group-based resource pool set" 62



instead of to the memory itself, it being understood that a definition or description of

the group-based resource pool set 62 may be stored in the memory. The resources of

group-based resource pool set 62 are radio resources which, when within the scope of

3GPP, comprise time-frequency resources which may be synchronized by a D2D

synchronization source. As explained herein, by using "group-based" resource pools

the terminal processor 40 provides flexible group-based resource pool access methods

with more efficient utilization of transmission resources than a single or sole method of

device-to-device (D2D) resource allocation.

[000178] Fig. 1 further shows that D2D controller 60, and thus terminal processor 40,

comprises scheduler 64. The scheduler 64 serves to schedule transmissions over

second radio interface 54 between first wireless terminal 26 and second wireless

terminal 48 when the wireless terminal operates using sidelink direct communications.

Such transmissions may also be in frame format, similar to that described above, with

the device-to-device (D2D) communications (e.g., sidelink direct communications)

using radio resources as selected from group-based resource pool set 62. Such D2D

transmissions may include both D2D scheduling assignments (SA) for the transmission

of D2D data between first wireless terminal 26 and first location 28B, as well as the

D2D data itself.

[000179] Fig. 1 further shows scheduler 64 as comprising pool selector 66 and

resource-from-pool selector 68. The pool selector 66, and thus the terminal processor

40 which pool selector 66 comprises, makes a first selection, on a basis of a group

classification, of a selected pool from a set of plural pools of radio resources, e.g., from

group-based resource pool set 62. The resource-from-pool selector 68, and thus the

terminal processor 40 which resource-from-pool selector 68 comprises, makes a second

selection of a selected resource from the selected pool. Thereafter, a device-to-device

(D2D) transmission is scheduled over second radio interface 54 using the selected radio

resource.

[000180] The resource pool set 62 has been described as a "group-based" resource

pool set. In being group-based, differing pools of group-based resource pool set 62

may be eligible for assignment or selection by pool selector 66 to differing device-to-

device (D2D) transmissions. In an example embodiment and mode a device-to-device

(D2D) transmissions is classified according to group. In some example



implementations there may be different types of group classifications, as explained

below. As used herein, "priority" may also be used to refer to group classification.

[000181] Fig. 2 shows various examples types of "groups" for which the group-based

resource pool set 62 may be structured or configured. For example, a device-to-device

(D2D) transmission may be classified according to access class type, as shown by the

second column of Fig. 2 . That is, the device-to-device (D2D) transmission may be

classified as either access class 1 (group ACl), access class 2 (group AC2), and so forth

up unto access class i (group ACi). Alternatively the device-to-device (D2D)

transmission may be classified according to priority type, as shown by the third column

of Fig. 2, and thus be classified as either priority class 1 (group PT1), priority class 2

(group PT2), and so forth up unto priority class j (group PTj). As another alternative

the device-to-device (D2D) transmission may be classified according to service type, as

shown by the third column of Fig. 2, and thus be classified as either service class 1

(group SCI), service class 2 (group SC2), and so forth up to service class k (group

SCk). As yet another alternative the device-to-device (D2D) transmission may be

classified according to an identifier (ID) as shown by the fourth column of Fig. 2, and

thus be classified as either ID class 1 (group ID1), ID class 2 (group ID2), and so forth

up to ID class n (group SCn). Whereas some of the groups above are defined by a

mapping relationship between some criteria, like access class, and group index, the

identifier (ID) of the fourth column may be a direct group index, for which the index is

like a blackbox in which any mapping relationship need not necessarily be known. At

least one benefit of this hierarchy is to be able to privilege certain classes of

communication signals with respect to others, e.g., based on high priority first

responder transmission.

[000182] Thus, the group to which a D2D transmission belongs may be classified

dependent on a characteristic of the device-to-device (D2D) transmission. The

characteristic of a group for the device-to-device (D2D) transmission may be gleaned

by pool selector 66 from or signaled to pool selector 66 by a higher layer application

executed by the wireless terminal, e.g., from executable D2D application 56.

[000183] As understood from Fig. 2, in one example embodiment and mode the

group classification is in accordance with access type whereby different access types

are afforded different access group classifications. In another example embodiment and



mode the group classification is in accordance with priority type whereby different

access types are afforded different priority group classifications. In yet another

example embodiment and mode the group classification is in accordance with service

type whereby different access types are afforded different service group classifications.

In still another example embodiment and mode the group classification is in accordance

with identification type whereby different access types are afforded different

identification group classifications.

[000184] In each of the example embodiments one or more of the pools in the group-

based resource pool set 62 may be structured or configured in accordance with or be

associated with the group classification type, e.g., either based on access class, priority

type, service type, or identifier. In still yet another example embodiment and mode, the

pools in group-based resource pool set 62 may be structured or configured in

accordance with or be associated with the plural different group classification types,

e.g., e.g., one pool may be associated with and thus assignable an access type group and

another pool may be associated with and thus assignable to a service type group, for

example. Other combinations of group classification types may be reflected by the

composition of group-based resource pool set 62.

[000185] Fig. 3A - Fig. 3C illustrate various example configurations of

representative, illustrative, non-limiting example group-based resource pool sets 62. In

Fig. 3A - Fig. 3C the group-based resource pool set 62 is represented by the outer

rectangle, which is subdivided into other geometrically figured shapes, each of the

subdividing geometric shapes representing a pool which comprise the group-based

resource pool set 62. Rather than being labeled as "pools" each of the subdividing

geometric shapes of Fig. 3A - Fig. 3C are labeled with the groups which are assigned to

the respective pools. It should be understood that each pool is a subset of the radio

resources of the group-based resource pool set 62.

[000186] As illustrated in Fig. 3A - Fig. 3C, each pool of group-based resource pool

set 62 is pre-assigned to be eligible for selection for one or more group classifications,

e.g., one or more groups. In a non-limiting example embodiment and mode, at least

one pool of the set 62 is pre-assigned to be eligible for selection for only one group

classification. In this regard, Fig. 3A illustrates an example subset of such example

embodiment wherein all pools are only assignable to one group (i.e., each of Group 1,



Group 2, Group 3, and Group 4 have their own pool). Thus, in the example

embodiment of Fig. 3A there is no common resource pool for plural group

classifications. Instead, each resource pool corresponds to a respective group

classification, and there are no overlapping pools among different group classifications.

[000187] Fig. 3B illustrates an example embodiment and mode wherein at least one

pool of the set is pre-assigned to be eligible for selection for a subset of plural but less

than all group classifications. There are two such pools in Fig. 3B: a pool shared by

Groups 2, 3, and 4; and another pool shared by Groups 3 and 4 . Fig. 3B also illustrates

an example wherein at least one pool of the set is pre-assigned to be eligible for

selection for all predetermined group classifications (e.g., Groups 1, 2, 3 and 4). Thus,

in the example embodiments of Fig. 3B and Fig. 3C, there may be common resource

pools for different group classifications, and at the same time each group classification

may or may not have its own resource pool.

[000188] Moreover, it should be understood that in an example embodiment and

mode each pool of the set may be pre-assigned to be eligible for selection for a different

combination of group classifications.

[000189] Fig. 4A depicts basic, example acts or steps involved in a generic method

of operating a wireless terminal in device-to-device (D2D) according to an example

embodiment and mode. Act 4A-1 comprises the pool selector 66, and thus terminal

processor 40, making a first selection, on a basis of a group classification, of a selected

pool from a set of plural pools of radio resources. In other words, for the example

illustrations of any one of Fig. 3A - 3C the group-based resource pool set 62 selects

one of the particular subdividing geometric shapes (corresponding to a selected pool) in

accordance with the group classification for the sidelink direct communication. Act

4A-2 comprises the resource-from-pool selector 68 making a second selection, e.g., a

selection of a selected radio resource from the selected pool at act 4A- 1. Act 4A-3

comprises the scheduler 64 performing the act of scheduling a device-to-device (D2D)

transmission over second radio interface 54 with another wireless terminal (e.g., second

wireless terminal 48) using the selected radio resource.

[000190] As mentioned above, act 4A-2 comprises the resource-from-pool selector

68 making a second selection of a selected radio resource from the selected pool. In an



example embodiment and mode, a same selection technique may be consistently

employed by scheduler 64 to choose resource(s) from the selected pool. But in another

example implementation act 4-2 may comprise an optional sub-act 4A-2A. The

optional sub-act 4A-2A (illustrated in broken lines in Fig. 4) may be performed by an

optional further unit of scheduler 64, e.g., access technique selector 70 (illustrated in

Fig. 5). The optional act 4A-2A comprises making a (third) selection (from among

from plural selection techniques) of a second selection technique. In an example

implementation the third selection is dependent upon a number of other wireless

terminals that are involved in device-to-device (D2D) transmission and how many radio

resources for device-to-device (D2D) transmission are available to those other wireless

terminals. In an example implementation the plural selection techniques comprise

random access, ALOHA (developed by University of Hawaii), slotted ALOHA, and

Carrier Sense Multiple Access (CSMA).

[000191] After the second selection technique has been chosen by access technique

selector 70 as act 4A-2A, then the resource-from-pool selector 68 may use the chosen

access technique to perform act 4A-2, selecting the actual resource from the selected

pool.

[000192] Fig. 4A support and encompass another generic example embodiment

shown in Fig. 4B. The example embodiment of Fig. 4B illustrates that Fig. 4A

discloses acts such as act 4B-1 and act 4B-2 which may be practiced in the manner

shown in Fig. 4B. Act 4B-1 comprises the pool selector 66, and thus terminal processor

40 selecting a pool from a set of plural pools of radio resources. Act 4B-2 comprises

transmitting sidelink direct transmission data using the selected pool of resources, e.g.,

using the pool selected as act 4B-1. As used herein, "sidelink direct transmission data"

encompasses or comprises both scheduling assignment (SA) and data of the sidelink

direction communication session. Stated differently, act 4B-2 comprises scheduling a

device-to-device (D2D) transmission over the second radio interface using a radio

resource of the selected pool.

[000193] As explained above, the device-to-device (D2D) transmission over the

second interface for which the resource is selected (e.g., by the method of Fig. 4A or

the method of Fig. 4B) may be either a scheduling assignment or a transmission of data

(as required or requested by executable application 56) between the wireless terminal



26 and the other wireless terminal 48. In view of the use of resources from the selected

pool(s) for both a scheduling assignment and transmission of data for the device-to-

device (D2D) transmission, the technology disclosed herein may alternatively or

additionally be described by the example method having representative acts or steps

illustrated in Fig.4C.

[000194] Fig. 4C illustrates thus an alternative expression of a method in a wireless

terminal which participates in a direct communication session with another wireless

terminal. In the Fig. 4C embodiment and mode, a separate selection of radio resources

is made for the scheduling assignment (SA) for the sidelink direct communication and

for the data for the sidelink direct communication. Various aspects of the method of

Fig. 4C are understandable from the preceding discussion and the method of Fig. 4A

and Fig. 4B. In this regard, act 4C-1 comprises selecting a selected pool from a set of

plural pools of resources for a scheduling assignment (SA) transmission of the direct

communication session. Act 4C-2 comprises selecting resources from the selected pool

of resources for the scheduling assignment (SA) transmission of the direct

communication session. Act 4C-3 comprises selecting a selected pool from a set of

plural pools of resources for a data transmission of the direct communication session.

Act 4C-4 comprises selecting resources from the selected pool of resources for the data

transmission of the direct communication session. Thus act 4C-1 and act 4C-2 pertain

to selection for the assignment (SA) of the sidelink direct communication while act 4B-

3 and act 4C-4 pertain to selection for the data of the sidelink direct communication.

[000195] In an example embodiment and mode the resources employed in the

methods above comprise time-frequency resources. Such resources for the direct

communication SA transmission and for the direct communication data transmission

may be synchronized with a synchronization signal.

[000196] In an example embodiment and mode the method further comprises

obtaining, from the upper layer entity (e.g., executable application 56) in the wireless

terminal, information which serves as a basis to select the selected resource pool for the

direct communication session. In an example implementation the information from the

upper layer entity indicates the selected pool for the direct communication session. In

an example implementation the information indicates an access type for the direct

communication session.



[000197] In an example implementation, the pool selector 66, and thus terminal

processor 40, may obtain from the higher layer application (e.g., executable application

56) an index or other value which simply and/or directly indicates the selected pool.

Fig. 6 shows pool selector 66 receiving or otherwise acquiring such an index from

executable application 56, and using the received/acquired index to determine which of

the pools to select accordingly. For example, Fig. 6 shows that an index = 1 signifies

that pool 1 is to be selected; index = 4 signifies that pool 4 is to be selected.

[000198] It was mentioned above that an identification, description, or listing of the

set of the plural pools comprising group-based resource pool set 62 is stored in a

memory accessible to terminal processor 40. In one example implementation such

identification of the set of the plural pools may be preconfigured in the memory, e.g.,

pre-stored in a memory chip, memory device, or the like comprising first wireless

terminal 26.

[000199] In another example implementation and illustrated in Fig. 7 and Fig. 8, the

identification of the set of the plural pools comprising group-based resource pool set 62

may be configured by the communications network and transmitted to the first wireless

terminal 26, e.g., downloaded by broadcast from a network node (e.g., node 22) using

an appropriate signal or message over the first radio interface 24. To this end Fig. 7

shows the node processor 30 of node 22 as comprising pool set generator 76, which (as

depicted by arrow 78) broadcasts or otherwise downloads/transmits the constituency of

the group-based resource pools to the memory of first wireless terminal 26 which stores

group-based resource pool set 62. Thus, in the example embodiment and mode of Fig.

7 and Fig. 8 the node 22 broadcasts information to the wireless terminal which enables

the wireless terminal to be configured with the plural pools.

[000200] The node 22 defines the resource pool set according to some criteria, like

access class and service type, so as to do some mapping; or just defines the set with

some methods which need not necessarily be defined. In this regard, in some example

embodiments it may be that a RAN aspect is particularly covered but not all core

network (CN) behaviors. The resource pool may be defined according to prioritizing

first responders or according to defining classes of users who pay more for prioritized

access.



[000201] Fig. 8 shows basic, example acts or steps involved in a generic method of

operating the node 22 of Fig. 7, e.g., a node of a communication network which

generates or prepares a set of pools of radio resources for a device-to-device (D2D)

wireless terminal. Act 8-1 comprises the pool set generator 76 generating or

configuring a set of plural pools of radio resources for use by the wireless terminal in

communication over a second radio interface with another wireless terminal. As

understood from the foregoing, the set is configured so that differing pools of the set are

eligible for assignment in accordance with differing group classifications, and each

group classifications pertain to a characteristic of the device-to-device (D2D)

transmission or communication. Act 8-2 comprises (via node transmitter 32)

downloading an indication of the set over the first radio interface to the wireless

terminal. Such indication may be the entire constituency of the set itself, or some other

key or index recognizable by first wireless terminal 26 for knowing which of several

possible sets is to be utilized by the pool selector 66.

[000202] Fig. 9 shows a more detailed example implementation of the node 22 and

wireless terminal 30 of Fig. 1. In the more detailed example node processor 30

includes not only D2D controller 60, but Node-to-Device (N2D) controller 80 as well.

The Node-to-Device (N2D) controller 80 cooperates in formatting/deformatting of

frames of information transmitted over interface 24 between node 22 and first wireless

terminal 26, and in the transmission of information on an uplink from first wireless

terminal 26 to node 22.

[000203] Fig. 9 further shows D2D controller 60 as comprising mode selector 84.

The mode selector 84 may participate in determining which of device-to-device (D2D)

Mode 1 and device-to-device (D2D) is applicable. For example, mode selector 84 may

facilitate determination of whether the first wireless terminal 26 is out of coverage and

thus confined to use of radio resources of the group-based resource pool set 62.

Detection of network coverage is discussed in, for example, United States Patent

Application 14/660,622, filed March 17, 2015, and United States Provisional Patent

Application 62/013,764, filed June 18, 2014, both of which are entitled "DEVICE-TO-

DEVICE RESOURCE ALLOCATION METHODS BASED ON USER EQUIPMENT

RADIO FREQUENCY CAPABILITY" and both of which are incorporated herein by

reference in their entirety. Alternatively, the Node-to-Device (N2D) controller 80 may



receive an indication from node 22 that, despite being in-coverage, under certain

circumstances the first wireless terminal 26 is authorized to use D2D Mode 2 .

[000204] Fig. 9 further shows that, for device-to-device (D2D) communications

received from another wireless terminal such as second wireless terminal 48, frame

deformatter 86 may be utilized to decode and or de-format the received information so

as to be made usable by, e.g., executable application 56.

[000205] Fig. 9 also shows that the executable application 56 may supply data 87 and

group information 88 to D2D controller 60. The data 87 may be scheduled for

transmission by either Mode 1 scheduler 82 or scheduler 64 in accordance with

whichever mode is deemed applicable by mode selector 84. The group information 88

may comprise whatever information is used by pool selector 66 to make its pool

selection, e.g., an access class, priority type, service type, or identification, as

previously discussed. In a simple case illustrated in Fig. 6, the group information 88

may comprise an index which the scheduler 64 may know by prearranged agreement to

interpret as corresponding to a particular one of the pools of group-based resource pool

set 62.

[000206] Thus the technology disclosed herein provides solutions for D2D UEs to

access resource pools. Instead of single method being adopted to solve the whole

network resource pool access problems, flexible group-based resource pool access

methods are used for more efficient utilization of transmission resources. Meanwhile,

the introduction of priority-based strategy makes this method offer further higher

efficiency and flexibility.

[000207] In an example embodiment, the radio access network (RAN) may not

necessarily know how a group is formed and may follow a high layer's signaled group

ID.

[000208] The wireless terminal determines a set of resource pools based on pool

information stored in the wireless terminal and broadcasted information of set(s) of

resource pools. The wireless terminal determines a set of resource pools based on pool

information stored in the wireless terminal or broadcast information of set(s) of

resource pools or both (e.g., the wireless terminal may determine resource pools based



on pool information stored in the wireless terminal, then the wireless terminal may

update this information based on broadcasted information)

[000209] In accordance with aspects of the technology disclosed herein, the D2D

wireless terminal selects one resource pool for among a set of resource pools based on

one or a combination of the following access criteria (higher layer mapping may be

finished in the following way or be finished outside RAN). For example:

[000210] A higher layer resource pool indication, which can be resource pool index,

e.g., resource pool 1, may be signaled from higher layer (e.g., from executable

application 56) to indicate that the wireless terminal shall access a certain resource pool

directly.

[000211] A Group Indication, which can be group index, e.g., group 1, may be stored

in the wireless terminal to indicate that the wireless terminal shall access which

resource pool by a mapping relationship between group index and resource pool index.

[000212] A higher layer priority indication, which can be the priority (access class

can be regarded as one type of priority indication from this aspect) index, e.g., group

priority 1, signaled from higher layer to indicate that the wireless terminal shall access

which resource pool by a mapping relationship between group priority index and

resource pool index.

[000213] The wireless terminal may randomly select D2D SA transmission

resource(s) from the selected resource pool. The UE may select D2D SA transmission

resource(s) from the selected resource pool based on a particular access method.

[000214] The wireless terminal may randomly select D2D Data transmission

resource(s) from the selected resource pool. The UE may select D2D Data transmission

resource(s) from the selected resource pool based on a particular access method.

[000215] In general, the technology disclosed herein provides a flexible resource

pool access method. Group-based resource pool access with flexible resource access

methods in each group can have much higher efficiency than the whole network access

method. More importantly, priority-based access, including the Fig 3B resource pool

construction scenario, may allow wireless terminals belonging to higher priority groups



have more resources to access so as to reduce collision probability, which makes low

cost and low complexity pure random access method practical. Further, the Fig. 3B

situation involves common resource pools which may offers good backwards

compatibility to the current 3GPP resource pool definitions.

[000216] It was also mentioned above that the resources of group-based resource

pool set 62, within the scope of 3GPP, are time-frequency resources which may be

synchronized by a D2D synchronization source. A D2D Synchronization Source

transmits at least a D2D synchronization signal (D2DSS). The transmitted D2DSS may

be used by a UE to obtain time and frequency synchronization. The D2DSS transmitted

by a D2D Synchronization Source which is a base station may be the Rel-8 PSS/SSS.

The structure of D2DSS transmitted by D2D Synchronization Sources other than the

base station is defined as: D2D Synchronization Sources transmits a D2DSS that may

carry the identity and/or type of the D2D Synchronization Source(s), comprises of at

least a Primary D2D Synchronization Signal (PD2DSS) which is a Zadoff Chu

sequence and may also comprise of a Secondary D2D Synchronization Signal

(SD2DSS) which is a M sequence.

[000217] A RRC dedicated or broadcast signaling for ProSe is understood with

reference to information elements known as IE SystemlnformationBlock Type 17, IE

ProseCommConfig, IE ProseCommlndication, and others as described in Change

Request R2-142829 (3GPP TSG-RAN2 Meeting #86, Seoul, South Korea, 19- 23 May

2014) to 3GPP TS 36.331 V 12. 1.0, 3rd Generation Partnership Project; Technical

Specification Group Radio Access Network; Evolved Universal Terrestrial Radio

Access (E-UTRA); Radio Resource Control (RRC); Protocol specification, (Release

12), both of which are incorporated herein by reference in their entirety. See, e.g.,

http://www.3gpp.org/ftp/Meetings_3GPP_SYNC/RAN2/Docs/, search R2-142829.zip;

the spec link is http://www.3gpp.org/DynaReport/36331.htm, May 21, 2014.

[000218] Certain units and functionalities of node 22 and first wireless terminal 26

framed by broken line 89 are, in an example embodiment, implemented by node

electronic machinery. Similarly, certain units and functionalities of first wireless

terminal 26 framed by broken line are, in an example embodiment, implemented by

terminal electronic machinery 68. Fig. 10 shows an example of such electronic

machinery, whether node electronic machinery 89 or terminal electronic machinery 89,



as comprising one or more processors 90 (which may be node processor 30 or terminal

processor 40), program instruction memory 92; other memory 94 (e.g., RAM, cache,

etc.); input/output interfaces 96; peripheral interfaces 98; support circuits 99; and

busses 100 for communication between the aforementioned units. The electronic

machinery may thus take the form of a processor circuit, e.g., a circuit that comprises

one or more processor devices such as microprocessors.

[000219] The memory 94, or computer-readable medium, may be one or more of

readily available memory such as random access memory (RAM), read only memory

(ROM), floppy disk, hard disk, flash memory or any other form of digital storage, local

or remote, and is preferably of non-volatile nature. The support circuits 99 are coupled

to the processors 90 for supporting the processor in a conventional manner. These

circuits include cache, power supplies, clock circuits, input/output circuitry and

subsystems, and the like.

[000220] Although the processes and methods of the disclosed embodiments may be

discussed as being implemented as a software routine, some of the method steps that

are disclosed therein may be performed in hardware as well as by a processor running

software. As such, the embodiments may be implemented in software as executed upon

a computer system, in hardware as an application specific integrated circuit or other

type of hardware implementation, or a combination of software and hardware. The

software routines of the disclosed embodiments are capable of being executed on any

computer operating system, and is capable of being performed using any CPU

architecture.

[000221] The functions of the various elements including functional blocks,

including but not limited to those labeled or described as "computer", "processor" or

"controller", may be provided through the use of hardware such as circuit hardware

and/or hardware capable of executing software in the form of coded instructions stored

on computer readable medium. Thus, such functions and illustrated functional blocks

are to be understood as being either hardware-implemented and/or computer-

implemented, and thus machine-implemented.

[000222] In terms of hardware implementation, the functional blocks may include or

encompass, without limitation, digital signal processor (DSP) hardware, reduced



instruction set processor, hardware (e.g., digital or analog) circuitry including but not

limited to application specific integrated circuit(s) [ASIC], and/or field programmable

gate array(s) (FPGA(s)), and (where appropriate) state machines capable of performing

such functions.

[000223] In terms of computer implementation, a computer is generally understood

to comprise one or more processors or one or more controllers, and the terms computer

and processor and controller may be employed interchangeably herein. When provided

by a computer or processor or controller, the functions may be provided by a single

dedicated computer or processor or controller, by a single shared computer or processor

or controller, or by a plurality of individual computers or processors or controllers,

some of which may be shared or distributed. Moreover, use of the term "processor" or

"controller" shall also be construed to refer to other hardware capable of performing

such functions and/or executing software, such as the example hardware recited above.

[000224] Nodes that communicate using the air interface also have suitable radio

communications circuitry. Moreover, the technology can additionally be considered to

be embodied entirely within any form of computer-readable memory, such as solid-

state memory, magnetic disk, or optical disk containing an appropriate set of computer

instructions that would cause a processor to carry out the techniques described herein.

[000225] As used herein, a Radio Resource Unit (RRU) may be understood by a set

of basic physical transmission parameters necessary to support a signal waveform

transporting end user information corresponding to a reference service. These physical

transmission parameters depend on the multiple access technique being used. In

particular, in FDMA (Frequency Division Multiple Access), a radio resource unit is

equivalent to a certain bandwidth within a given carrier frequency. In TDMA (Time

Division Multiple Access), a radio resource unit is equivalent to a pair of a carrier

frequency and a time slot. In CDMA (Code Division Multiple Access), a radio resource

unit is defined by a carrier frequency, a code sequence and a power level.

[000226] Although the description of wireless terminal has primarily concentrated on

the transmitting first wireless terminal 26, it should be understood that the internal

structure and operation of other wireless terminals such as second wireless terminal 48



that participate in device-to-device (D2D) communications may be essentially same or

similar.

[000227] Some the terminology employed for concepts as described herein has been

updated or changed in more recent industry documentation, such as the 3GPP Technical

Standards, for example. As mentioned above, "device-to-device (D2D)" is now also

called "sidelink direct". Some other terminology has also changed, a partial listing

appearing in Table 1 below.

[000228] Table 1: Terminology

[000229] Although the description above contains many specificities, these should

not be construed as limiting the scope of the technology disclosed herein but as merely

providing illustrations of some of the presently preferred embodiments of the

technology disclosed herein. Thus the scope of the technology disclosed herein should

be determined by the appended claims and their legal equivalents. Therefore, it will be

appreciated that the scope of the technology disclosed herein fully encompasses other

embodiments which may become obvious to those skilled in the art, and that the scope

of the technology disclosed herein is accordingly to be limited by nothing other than the

appended claims, in which reference to an element in the singular is not intended to

mean "one and only one" unless explicitly so stated, but rather "one or more." All

structural, chemical, and functional equivalents to the elements of the above-described

preferred embodiment that are known to those of ordinary skill in the art are expressly



incorporated herein by reference and are intended to be encompassed by the present

claims. Moreover, it is not necessary for a device or method to address each and every

problem sought to be solved by the technology disclosed herein, for it to be

encompassed by the present claims. Furthermore, no element, component, or method

step in the present disclosure is intended to be dedicated to the public regardless of

whether the element, component, or method step is explicitly recited in the claims. No

claim element herein is to be construed under the provisions of 35 U.S.C. 112, sixth

paragraph, unless the element is expressly recited using the phrase "means for."



WHAT IS CLAIMED IS:

1. A wireless terminal comprising;

a processor configured:

to determine a set of plural pools of resources;

to select a pool of resources from a set of plural pools of resources; and

to transmit a sidelink direct transmission data using the pool of resources.

2 . The wireless terminal of claim 1, further comprising a memory configured to

store information specifying the set of the plural pools of resources.

3 . The wireless terminal of claim 2, wherein the information specifying the set

of the plural pools of resources is preconfigured.

4 . The wireless terminal of claim 2, wherein the information specifying the set

of the plural pools of resources is configured by a communication network.

5 . The wireless terminal of claim 1, wherein the processor is further configured

to select one or more radio resource(s) from the pool of resources, the one or more

radio resource(s) being used for the sidelink direct transmission data.

6 . A method in a wireless terminal, the method comprising;

determining a set of plural pools of resources;

selecting a pool of resources from a set of plural pools of resources; and

transmitting a sidelink direct transmission data using the pool of resources.

7 . The method of claim 6, further comprising storing information specifying the

set of the plural pools of resources.

8. The method of claim 7, wherein the information specifying the set of the

plural pools of resources is preconfigured.

9 . The method of claim 7, wherein the information specifying the set of the

plural pools of resources is configured by a communication network.



10. The method of claim 6, further comprising selecting one or more radio

resource(s) from the pool of resources, the one or more radio resource(s) being used for

the sidelink direct transmission data.

11. A node communicating with a wireless terminal, the node comprising

a processor configured:

to determine a set of plural pools of resources from which a pool of resources is

to be selected by the wireless terminal; and

to broadcast information specifying the set of plural pools of resources.

12. A method in a node communicating with a wireless terminal; the method

comprising:

determining a set of plural pools of resources from which a pool of resources is

to be selected by the wireless terminal; and

broadcasting information specifying the set of plural pools of resources.

13. A wireless terminal of a communications network which communicates over

a first radio interface with a radio access node when the wireless terminal is within

coverage of the node and over a second radio interface with another wireless terminal;

a processor configured:

to make a first selection of a selected pool from a set of plural pools of

resources, and to make a second selection from the selected pool;

to schedule a sidelink direct transmission over the second radio interface using a

radio resource of the selected pool.

14. The wireless terminal of claim 13, further comprising radio circuitry which

facilitates communication over the first radio interface with a radio access node when

the wireless terminal is within the coverage of the node and over the second radio

interface with the another wireless terminal.

15. The wireless terminal of claim 13, further comprising a memory configured

to store an identification of the set of the plural pools.



16. The wireless terminal of claim 15, wherein the identification of the set of

the plural pools is preconfigured in the memory.

17. The wireless terminal of claim 15, wherein the identification of the set of the

plural pools is configured by the communications network.

18. The wireless terminal of claim 13, wherein the processor is configured to

make the first selection on a basis of group classification.

19. The wireless terminal of claim 13, wherein one or more of the plural

resource pools is associated with a group classification.

20. The wireless terminal of claim 18 or 19, wherein the group classification

pertains to a characteristic of the sidelink direct transmission.

21. The wireless terminal of claim 18 or 19, wherein the processor is further

configured to obtain the group classification used as the basis of the first selection from

a higher layer.

22. The wireless terminal of claim 18 or 19, wherein the processor is further

configured to obtain the group classification used as the basis of the first selection from

a higher layer application executed by the wireless terminal.

23. The wireless terminal of claim 18 or 19, wherein the group classification is

in accordance with one or more of the following: access type whereby different access

types are afforded different access group classifications; priority type whereby different

access types are afforded different priority group classifications; service type whereby

different access types are afforded different service group classifications; identification

type whereby different access types are afforded different identification group

classifications.

24. The wireless terminal of claim 13, wherein the processor is configured to

make a second selection, the second selection being selection from the selected pool of



the radio resource used for the sidelink direct transmission over the second radio

interface.

25. The wireless terminal of claim 24, wherein the processor is configured to

make a third selection of a second selection technique selected from plural selection

techniques, and wherein the third selection is dependent upon a number of other

wireless terminals are involved in sidelink direct transmission and how many resources

for sidelink direct transmission are available to those other wireless terminals.

26. A method in a wireless terminal of a communications network which

selectively communicates over a first radio interface with a radio access node when the

wireless terminal is within coverage of the node, the method comprising:

making a first selection of a selected pool from a set of plural pools of resources;

scheduling a sidelink direct transmission over a second radio interface with

another wireless terminal using a radio resource of the selected pool.

27. The method of claim 26, further comprising storing an identification of the

set of the plural pools in a memory.

28. The method of claim 26, further comprising preconfiguring the

identification of the set of the plural pools in the memory.

29. The method of claim 26, the communications network configuring the

identification of the set of the plural pools in the memory.

30. The method of claim 26, further comprising making the first selection on a

basis of group classification.

31. The method of claim 26, wherein one or more of the plural resource pools is

associated with a group classification.

32. The method of claim 30 or claim 31, wherein the group classification

pertains to a characteristic of the sidelink direct transmission.



33. The method of claim 30 or claim 31, further comprising obtaining the group

classification used as the basis of the first selection from a higher layer.

34. The method of claim 30 or claim 31, further comprising obtaining the group

classification used as the basis of the first selection from a higher layer application

executed by the wireless terminal.

35. The method of claim 30 or claim 31, wherein the group classification is in

accordance with access type whereby different access types are afforded different

access group classifications.

36. The method of claim 30 or claim 31, wherein the group classification is in

accordance with one or more of the following:

priority type whereby different access types are afforded different priority group

classifications;

service type whereby different access types are afforded different service group

classifications;

identification type whereby different access types are afforded different

identification group classifications.

37. The method claim 26, further comprising making a second selection, the

second selection being selection from the selected pool of the radio resource used for

the sidelink direct transmission over the second radio interface.

38. The method of claim 37, further comprising making a third selection of a

second selection technique selected from plural selection techniques, and wherein the

third selection is dependent upon a number of other wireless terminals are involved in

sidelink direct transmission and how many resources for sidelink direct transmission

are available to those other wireless terminals.

39. A method in a wireless terminal of a communications network which

selectively communicates over a first radio interface with a radio access node when the

wireless terminal is within coverage of the node, the method comprising:

providing a set of plural pools of resources;



selecting a radio resource from one of the plural pools of resources for use by the

wireless terminal in communication over a second radio interface with another wireless

terminal.

40. The method of claim 39, further comprising configuring the set whereby

differing pools of the set are eligible for assignment in accordance with differing group

classifications, and wherein each group classifications pertain to a characteristic of the

sidelink direct transmission.

41. The method of claim 39, wherein the group classification is in accordance

with one or more of the following:

priority type whereby different access types are afforded different priority group

classifications;

service type whereby different access types are afforded different service group

classifications;

identification type whereby different access types are afforded different

identification group classifications.

42. A node of a communications network comprising:

a processor configured to configure a set of plural pools of resources for use by a

wireless terminal in a sidelink direct transmission over a radio interface with another

wireless terminal, the set being configured whereby differing pools of the set are

eligible for assignment in accordance with differing group classifications, and wherein

each group classifications pertain to a characteristic of the sidelink direct transmission.

43. A method in a node of a communications network which communicates

over a first radio interface with a wireless terminal when the wireless terminal is within

coverage of the node; the method comprising:

configuring a set of plural pools of resources for use by the wireless terminal in

communication over a second radio interface with another wireless terminal, the set

being configured whereby differing pools of the set are eligible for assignment in

accordance with differing group classifications, and wherein each group classifications

pertain to a characteristic of the sidelink direct transmission;



downloading an indication of the set over the first radio interface to the wireless

terminal.

44. The method of claim 43, wherein each pool of the set is pre-assigned to be

eligible for selection for one or more group classifications.

45. The method of claim 43, wherein at least one pool of the set is pre-assigned

to be eligible for selection for only one group classification.

46. The method of claim 43, wherein each pool of the set is pre-assigned to be

eligible for selection for only one group classification.

47. The method of claim 43, wherein at least one pool of the set is pre-assigned

to be eligible for selection for a subset of plural but less than all group classifications.

48. The method of claim 43, wherein each pool of the set is pre-assigned to be

eligible for selection for a different combination of group classifications.

49. The method of claim 43, wherein at least one pool of the set is pre-assigned

to be eligible for selection for all predetermined group classifications.

50. A node of a communications network comprising:

a processor configured to define a set of plural pools of resources from which a

wireless terminal may select a selected radio resource for scheduling a sidelink direct

transmission to another wireless terminal;

a transmitter configured to broadcast information to the wireless terminal which

enables the wireless terminal to be configured with the plural pools.

51. The node of claim 50, wherein the set is defined whereby differing ones of

the plural pools are eligible for selection by the wireless terminal on a basis of a group

classification, the group classification being dependent upon a characteristic of the

sidelink direct transmission.

52. A method in a node of a communications network comprising:



configuring a set of plural pools of resources from which a wireless terminal

may select a selected radio resource for scheduling a sidelink direct transmission over a

radio second interface to another wireless terminal, the set being configured whereby

differing ones of the plural pools are eligible for selection by the wireless terminal on a

basis of a group classification, the group classification being dependent upon a

characteristic of the sidelink direct transmission; and

broadcasting information to the wireless terminal which enables the wireless

terminal to be configured with the plural pools.

53. The method of claim 52, further comprising defining the set whereby

differing ones of the plural pools are eligible for selection by the wireless terminal on a

basis of a group classification, the group classification being dependent upon a

characteristic of the sidelink direct transmission.

54. A wireless terminal comprising:

a processor configured or programmable:

to select a selected pool from a set of plural pools of resources for a scheduling

assignment (SA) of a sidelink direct communication ;

to select resources from the selected pool of resources for the scheduling

assignment (SA);

to select a selected pool from a set of plural pools of resources for data of the

sidelink direct communication;

to select resources from the selected pool of resources for the data of the sidelink

direct communication.

55. The wireless terminal of claim 54, wherein at least one of plural pools of

resources is preconfigured.

56. The wireless terminal of claim 54, wherein the plural pools of resources are

configured by information broadcasted by a radio access node.

57. The wireless terminal of claim 54, wherein the resources comprise time-

frequency resources, and wherein the resources for the direct communication SA



transmission and the direct communication data transmission are synchronized with a

synchronization signal.

58. A method in a wireless terminal which participates in a sidelink direct

communication with another wireless terminal, the method comprising:

selecting a selected pool from a set of plural pools of resources for a scheduling

assignment (SA) of the sidelink direct communication;

selecting resources from the selected pool of resources for the scheduling

assignment (SA);

selecting a selected pool from a set of plural pools of resources for data of the

sidelink direct communication;

selecting resources from the selected pool of resources for the data of the

sidelink direct communication.

59. The method of claim 58, wherein at least one of plural pools of resources is

preconfigured.

60. The method of claim 58, wherein the plural pools of resources are

configured by information broadcasted by a radio access node.

61. The method of claim 58, wherein the resources comprise time-frequency

resources, and wherein the resources for the scheduling assignment (SA) =and for the

data of the sidelink direct communication data are synchronized with a synchronization

signal.
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